
Returning to school

I will be returning to school in June. Its ok to be

worried, but my school will keep me safe.

- It is safe for me to return to school.

- I will travel in my taxi with my PA and driver,

I will be the only pupil in my taxi. This will

help me to stay safe.

- The adults in my taxi might be wearing a mask and
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gloves. this is to keep everyone safe.

- I will be asked to wash my hands when I get to

school to wash away any germs.

- I will be asked to wash my hands throughout the day.

My teachers will be washing their hands too.

- I will remember personal space and not to touch

other people. I will also remind other people to step back

if I think they are too close to me. This will help
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keep me safe at school.

- I will have lessons with a teacher and on some

occasions one other pupil.

- There will be different staff in school each day.

- I will have breakfast and lunch as normal.

- I can wear a mask if I want to. Staff may also

want to wear a mask.

- I will wear My uniform as usual.
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- I will still have break times.

- I will be learning.

- I will still be able to earn rewards.

 

- I will go home earlier than usual.

- My school will be cleaned everyday when everyone leaves.

To wash away any germs.
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